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Marble World is a physics sandbox simulator with marbles. Create your own marble races, runs and machines. Customize a
variety of tracks, decorations and . 'Download 'Marble' Up' game for free on iPhone!The present invention relates to a process
for preparing N,N'-bis(2-hydroxy-3-oxo-1-butylpropyl)ethylenediamine, which is a key starting material for the production of
polyamide-6 having excellent properties such as heat resistance, low temperature toughness and heat deflection temperature.

The present invention further relates to a process for preparing 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl ether which is an excellent curing agent for
epoxy resins. As is well known in the art, polyamide-6 can be prepared by reacting polybasic acids such as, for example,

terephthalic acid, isophthalic acid, naphthalenedicarboxylic acid and the like with 2,2'-bis(4-aminophenoxy) propane (BADAP),
which is a diamine compound having two aromatic amino groups linked through the amino group. However, the polyamide-6

obtained by these conventional processes has a poor heat resistance and a poor low temperature toughness and has been scarcely
used in practice. In order to obtain a polyamide having a high heat resistance, it is necessary to use, as the diamine component, a
diamine compound which has two aromatic amino groups linked through the amino group and has two or more hydroxy groups.
However, in conventional processes, when polyamide-6 is produced from an aromatic dicarboxylic acid such as isophthalic acid,
terephthalic acid and the like and such a diamine compound, the resulting polyamide obtained is not satisfactory with respect to
the heat resistance and the low temperature toughness and has, therefore, not been practically used. As the amine compound for
use in the production of polyamide, Japanese Patent KOKAI No. 55-67892 discloses a diamine compound having the formula:
##STR1## wherein R is hydrogen or C.sub.1 -C.sub.3 alkyl; R.sub.1 and R.sub.2, which may be the same or different, are each

a C.sub.1 -C.sub.3 alkyl; R.sub.3 is hydrogen, C.sub
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collectible pieces. Crush, shatter, and reassemble
to create endless combinations. Your favorite
marble-smashing action series returns with a
NEW Game Mode, Classic Race, and all-new
collectible Marble Blast Bits. Play in single or
multiplayer with your friends for fast-paced

racing action. This item: How to Download &
Install Marble It Up! Get the iPhone/iPad version
of Marble It Up! for $1.99 from the App Store. If
you're not a fan of the Apple Arcade app, you can

simply download the.app file from this page.
Install Marble It Up! App without any kind of

problem on your iOS or Android device.. Marble
It Up! is the newest 3D platformer from the
minds of the Marble Blast series. [Marble It

Up! ; Marble Blast ; Marble Blast DS ; Marble
Blast Bit ; Marble Blast ; Marble Blast
Lite ; Marble Blast ; Marble Blast DS

Lite ; Marble Blast 3 ; Marble Blast Bit ; Marble
Blast Blitz ; Marble Blast Trilogy ; Marble Blast

4 ; Marble Blast Pinball ; Marble Blast
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Challenge ; Marble Blast Smash ; Marble Blast
Party ; Marble Blast City ; Marble Blast

Remix ; Marble Blast ; Marble Blast 2 ; Marble
Blast Party: Safari ; Marble Blast 3 ; Marble Blast

City 2 ; Marble Blast Party ; Marble Blast
Remix ; Marble Blast DS ; Marble Blast DS
2 ; Marble Blast Challenge ; Marble Blast

3 ; Marble Blast 2 ; Marble Blast
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3 ; Marble Blast Pinball ; Marble Blast DS
4 ; Marble Blast DS 4 ; Marble Blast Blast
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